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 UNIT 191 BRIGHT LEAF ALERT 

59th North American Bridge  

Championships in Reno 

   District 7 pair tops in NAP Flight C 

      Ben Kompa and Robert Thorstad, representing District 7, started slowly in 
the President’s Cup North American Pairs Flight C but finished with a flourish to win 
the event by 25.79 matchpoints on a top of 25. 
     Second place went to Laurie and James Herchenroeder of Harrodsburg KY 
(District 11). 
     Kompa is a junior at the University of North Carolina-Chapel Hill. He says he is 
studying “math, computer science and bridge.” He was taught the game two years 
ago by his partner, Robert Thorstad, who lives in Atlanta and is a graduate student in 
psychology at Emory University. 
     The two play online about three times a week. 
     Thorstad said his partner was the star of the show in the two final sessions. “I 
have to say now that he is a better player than I am,” said Thorstad. 
     The winners were low in the standings after the two qualifying sessions but picked 
up the pace on day two, scoring 65.38% in the second final session. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 Well done Ben and Robert!  Our unit is proud to have you as members!   

OFFICIAL PUBLICATION OF UNIT 191             APRIL 2016 
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Reno Adventure Hand 
        by Randy Joyce 

 

Kay and I recently went to the Spring Nationals in Reno. We both 

qualified for the Finals of the NAP from District 7 playing with different 

partners. Since it is our 35th wedding anniversary later this year, we de-

cided to stay longer than we normally do and played bridge together for 

6 more days after the NAP. I have to admit that even though we did 

great, we were both ready to return to North Carolina when it was over. 

One hand sticks in my mind from the hundreds that we played, and I want to share it with 

you. 

 

My hand was AKQTxxx, QJ32, ---, xx. At favorable vulnerability, I opened 4 Spades. My 

LHO passed, as did Kay. My RHO bid 4NT, a two suited TO bid, and my LHO responded 5 Dia-

monds. Kay passed again, and RHO bid 5 Hearts. Thinking that I had 2 trump tricks and 

hopefully a Spade trick, I doubled. Dummy was distressing to say the least!!! My LHO had 

Jxx, K98, Axxxx, Kx. A pretty good buy for the lady who had balanced with 4NT!  

 

I led the Spade A and I could not tell if Kay had 1 or 2 Spades. I should have led the 

Spade Q at trick 2 in case partner only had 1 Spade.  She might trump it and lead back a Dia-

mond. Instead, I continued with the Spade K and what to my wondering eyes did appear 

than Kay trumped it with the Heart 4 and led back the Diamond Ten!  Holy Moley! I thought, 

we are going to be accused of having secret signals! Declarer paused for thought on the Dia-

mond Ten and then pitched a Club. She had no Diamonds either!!! 

 

My RHO’s hand was xx, AT765, ---, AQTxxx and Kay held x, x, KQJTxxxx, Jxx. As Kay 

summed it up, I didn’t see how it could hurt for me to ruff the Spade and lead a Diamond. I 

just didn’t know which Diamond would get the desired result. Kay’s play is what you want 

out of a good partner. They cover you, even if you don’t make the best play from your end. 

With more plays like these, Kay and I were able to finish 3rd overall in the Silver Ribbon Pairs, 

a two-day National event with an original entry of 350 pairs.  

   Happy Anniversary Randy and Kay!! 
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APRIL IS CHARITY MONTH AT THE DURHAM 

CHAPEL HILL BRIDGE CLUB  
 All five Fridays in April will be Charity Games at DCBC.  Two (April 8 and 22) will sup-

port ACBL Charities while the other three Fridays (April 1, 15 and 29) will be Local Charity 

Games with the overall winning pair on those dates designating their favorite charity to re-

ceive $1.00 for every player that day.  

 So join us at 12:30 on Fridays in April for the DCBC games at the Bridge Academy, and 

not only win BIG POINTS but also the chance to win a nice contribution for your favorite 

charity.  Sorry but you can’t claim yourself as “your favorite charity”. 

 And remember, if it’s Friday it must be Sundaes at DCBC! 

          Ruth Ann and Paul 

CONGRATULATIONS TO THE NEW OWNERS OF 

THE DBC—CHRIS AND TAMMY!! 

 We appreciate 
all of you who support-
ed the Grand Reopen-
ing of the Durham 
Bridge Club (DBC) on 
Wednesday, March 23rd 
at 9:30am.  Special 
guest, Peggy Barbee, 
attended and took a trip 
down memory lane as 
DBC is known as one of 
the oldest bridge clubs 
in North Carolina. For 
coffee lovers, Chris 
shared his special fla-
vors of coffee with first 
choice being Gevalia 
Karoma Estate from the 
Dominican Republic.  

Come out Wednes-
day mornings for 

good bridge and ex-
cellent coffee. 
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ADULT BRIDGE CAMP  

SECOND YEAR 

      By Maggie Lindquist 

 Last year, thanks to a suggestion from Mary Ferguson, 

we offered our first Adult Bridge Camp which was very well received so we are doing it 

again this year.   The dates we have selected are August 8th-12th  right after the Triangle 

Bridge Non Life Master Tournament for the beginners’ week and August 22nd -26th  for the 

more advanced second week.  People who have been taking lessons from a duplicate play-

er don’t need to attend the first week in order to participate in the second week but people 

who have never played, beginners and social bridge players who haven’t attended dupli-

cate lessons will need to attend the first week before attempting the second week.  We 

look forward to the pleasure of helping you improve your game. 

ATTENTION  

NEWCOMERS 
 

Another limited game has been 

added to your many choices! 

A 0-199 game is now held eve-

ry Wednesday at 1:00 at the 

Seymour Center in Chapel Hill.  

Contact Linda Harris for more 

information.  One need not 

have a partner to play. 

 

 

THE ALERT IS PUBLISHED 

MONTHLY AND IS THE OFFICIAL 

NEWSLETTER OF UNIT 191.  

PLEASE LET ME KNOW IF YOU 

HAVE IDEAS OR SUGGESTIONS. 

 

BARBARA MARTIN, 

EDITOR 

 

CONTRIBUTORS: 

RANDY JOYCE 

LIZ MCGUFFEY 

DAVE STREIFFORD 
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        Written by John Torrey 

 

 Imagine yourself as a person relatively new to duplicate bridge.  You started 

in a small 0-50 game and are trying out an open one.  Your opponents seem friend-

ly enough, but in the midst of an auction with no problems that you can see, an op-

ponent calls the director.  The bid cards are on the table; when the director arrives 

the opponent says, “After my partner’s three heart bid there was a long hesitation 

by West, and now East has bid three spades.” 

 You are that West player and feel that you have stepped on a land mine.  

That three heart bid was a problem for you - but then, many situations give you 

problems.  Why call the director about this one? 

 There is some discussion about how long you were thinking.  Ten seconds?  Twenty seconds?  Did 

you have a problem?  Yes, you did have a problem.  Would the director like to look at your hand?  Apparent-

ly not.  After all this back and forth, the director leaves  without making any ruling.   

 You play the hand in three spades and make the contract.  The opponents call the director back, who 

again leaves the table without making any ruling.  When you finish the next board the director returns to 

tells you that the result will be adjusted to three hearts by their side, making three.  The director says that 

your hesitation created Unauthorized Information for your partner; in the director’s opinion partner had a 

logical alternative of passing instead.  Your helpful opponent says that your partner was not allowed to 

“take advantage of the hesitation.” 

 This sounds like somebody thinks they caught you cheating.  Your partner – an impeccably honest 

person who would expend great effort to return a lost five (or fifty) dollar bill – wants to appeal the ruling, 

“on principle.”  He is proud of the reasoning that led him to that three spade bid, reasoning completely un-

tainted by your hesitation, which he seriously doubts ever happened.  How could the director presume to 

know what he was thinking? 

 [Sigh.]  The Laws (thanks in great measure to the work of Edgar Kaplan fifty-plus years ago) do not 

require directors to divine the mental processes of players, and that is a very good thing.  The Law that ap-

plies here says: 

 After a player makes available to his partner extraneous information that may suggest a call or 

play, as for example by…unmistakable hesitation…the partner may not choose from among logical alter-
natives one that could demonstrably  have been suggested over another by the extraneous information 
The hesitation in itself is part of bridge.  Thinking is legal and even necessary in many situations.  Your 
hand gave you a problem and you thought about it.   To adjust the score the director had to ask four ques-
tions; a No to any of these would break the chain and prevent a score adjustment. 
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1.  Was there an unmistakable hesitation? 

2.  Were there a logical alternative to the bid that would have worked out worse?  (In 

particular, was Pass a logical alternative?) 

3.  Did the hesitation demonstrably suggest bidding rather than passing? 

4.  Did the action taken improve your score as opposed to the alternate action? 

 Notice that the Law never refers to your partner’s mental processes, and the adjustment does not 

suggest moral disapproval.  As Edgar Kaplan wrote when arguing for the current approach,  

 “Suppose that my opponent drops the ace of hearts face up on the table. I do not 

smile sweetly at his partner and suggest that he ignore it; neither do I poison the 

atmosphere with my suspicion that he will take advantage.  Not at all.  I call the 

TD, and the rules protect my rights.   

 

 “Well, the rules also provide that my opponents should not take advantage of each 

other’s mannerisms. Suppose that my opponent “drops” 11 points on the table by a 

tortured, hesitant pass over my opening bid.  If I call the TD to protect my rights, 

why should this create an atmosphere of suspicion any more than if an ace had 

been dropped?” 

 As director I may have to rule that a hesitation created a situation where I must adjust a score.  

This ruling in no way implies that either the hesitation or the action taken is improper or unethical.  I nei-

ther know nor care what your mental processes were: if I get Yes answers to the four questions, I must 

adjust the score. 

 I should add that there are many situations where a hesitation does not create a problem, because 

bridge logic means that no useful information is revealed.  Partner opens one spade and you raise to two.  

Partner thinks for an extended period and produces three spades.  Was partner almost good enough to 

bid four?  Was his hand barely better than a pass?  Nobody knows, and you are free to bid based on what-

ever you think is right. 

 Peter Boyd-Bowman has a good article on hesitations from a different perspective on page 26 

of the current District 7 News. 
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Did anyone try last month’s challenge? 
 Okay, gang. Here’s the hand and the expected outcomes. 

 

And here are the actual results: 

 

 Your challenge was to figure out how two N-S pairs made 4. But before we turn to declarer play, 
what would you do playing South? Two of the 9 N-S pairs passed in pass out seat. Would you? Each pair 
holds exactly twenty high card points.  

 For South to play a 2H contract, how about this auction? 

     S W N E 
     1H P 2H P 
     P P P 

  

 More interesting, however, although not part of this challenge, is how South gets to a 4H contract? 
Does East double North’s constructive raise? Does West bid 2S? 3C? Hmm! 

 

          (continued) 
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 Here’s one solution to a 2H contract, South as declarer. West on lead with 5D; the winning hand is 
underlined and bolded. 

 

  West  North  East  South 

  1.5D  8  2  K, leads the A of D 

  2.  6  10  3  AD, leads the 4 of D 

  3.  Q  4H  9  4D, ruffed in North with 4H 

  4. 2C  6C  4  Q, leads 10 of C 

  5. 3C  A  J  10C 

  6. 5  8C  K  2H, leads 3 of H 

  7. 10  A  5  3 

  8. 7  9C  3S  4S 

  9.   10  2S  7  9 

  10. JS  5  A  7H   

  11. QH  6S  8S  7D 

  12. KH  6  8  9 

  13. KS  Q  A  JH  

 

 Note how helpful is the 5D lead, not to mention East’s ducking on the 6C lead. 

 Happy Springtime to all!! 

     

      Submitted by Dave Streifford 
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Wool E. Bull is trying to teach Ed 

Fuller a few “No Bull” bids.  Ed 

needs no such help! 

Maggie Lindquist works 

the crowd at the Northgate 

Children’s Festival, spon-

sored by the Durham Arts 

Council.   Maggie and Ed 

were there to promote 

youth bridge.  See Maggie’s 

account of the day on  

pages 10-11 in this issue. 
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ADVENTURES PROMOTING BRIDGE FOR KIDS 

           By Maggie Lindquist 

 Last Fall we incorporated the Youth Bridge Program as a non-profit corporation so that it could benefit from 

donations from individuals and from local charity games and named it Bridge Education for Youth Association which Ed 

Fuller quickly suggested be shortened to the anagram, BE-4-YA.  We have received donations and a few memberships 

to provide us with very much needed funding.  We look forward to and will appreciate any and all further donations but 

we especially need volunteer members to help with the bridge camp both in many ways and with bridge in schools 

once we are able to convince schools to allow us to be there.  We needed the money to better reach parents and teach-

ers and convince them of the benefits learning to play bridge can have for their children.  With that in mind, we have 

used some of that money to print 200 tri-fold brochures produced by ACBL outlining the educational benefits to stu-

dents meant for schools and school officials.  These are intended to help us get into afterschool programs to reach 

more children.  We also used some money to print the large posters you have all seen promoting this year’s summer 

Youth Bridge Camp.  Finally, and more to the point of this article, we paid the rent for a booth for the March 19th 

Northgate Mall Children’s Festival sponsored by the Durham Arts Council.  For this fee we were allowed a 10’ x 4.5’ 

space in one of the Northgate hallways.   

 This was somewhat of an experiment since we didn’t know whether or not our program would benefit from 

attending this event.  I feared that the attendees would mainly be very young children but I was assured by the organiz-

ers that all ages would attend, so we crossed our fingers and plunged in.  Ed and I decided that the most effective way 

to draw people in was to have kids actually playing bridge in the booth  so I started approaching various Youth Bridge 

Camp graduates.  Between school, sports and organizations, it is extremely difficult to find four young players who are 

available on a Saturday but eventually we did so, although they couldn’t all be there the whole time which meant that 

Ed tapped into his inner kid and completed the table when necessary.   We had Eric Larson’s granddaughter, Maggie 

Johnston, Carole Crotty’s granddaughter, Virginia Bruhn and her brother Thomas (not a Youth Camp attendee yet but 

we are hoping) who also has been learning to play (and gleefully set his opponents contract at one point), Caitlin Werth 

who lives in Parkwood, saw our poster in the window a few years ago, and joined our camp because her Aunts play 

bridge and she wanted to be able to play with them and Caitlin’s younger sister Isabelle Cooper  who attended both 

weeks of last year’s  camp. 

 Ed and I arrived to set up that morning and much to my surprise the booth I had envisioned with curtained side 

and back walls didn’t exist.  All we had an 8’ table (not the 6’ I expected) with no partitions or delineation that looked 

like a booth at all.  I had taken one of the large posters and added a hanging mechanism to the back intending to hang it 

on the supports at the back of the booth so that an easel which would take up room in the tiny booth wouldn’t be 

needed.   The plan was to slightly angle the 6’ table at one end of the 4.5’ booth so that it stuck out a bit at the front of 

the booth while the other end touched the back of the booth, then set up the bridge table and chairs with the poster 

hanging behind it in the remaining space.  Not happening!   We regrouped.  We moved the table back a little bit and 

angled the bridge table so that one corner pointed to the space between our booth and the next one.  Most of it was 

well in front of our space so we crossed our fingers and waited to see if anyone objected-fortunately, no one did.  We 

draped the 8’ table and organized our display in as pleasing a manner as we could, then we hung the large poster on 

the hand-truck we had used to bring in our stuff and faced the poster toward the opposite side of our booth since peo-

ple were walking on both sides. 

 The festival started officially at 11:00 and went until 3:00 p.m.  Next to us on one side was a large multi table 
display by the Durham Library which included space in an empty retail space.  They had some craft projects that in-
volved decorating take home bags and they had books displayed in the retail space.  On the other side, we had a very 
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line of children.  There was a beautifully costumed lady on stilts who strolled the hallway and the Durham Bulls mascot, 

Wool E Bull, visited, taking a hand from one of our players and looking at the backs of the cards while exposing the 

hand to the players at the table.   

 We were the quiet interlude between them, but that was okay, we weren’t looking for crowds, just a few in-

terested kids.  I watched the attendees walking by.  Our table of kids caught people’s eye, they would then look at the 

booth to see what it was.  Most kept walking but some stopped, came over and asked about the game.  I had nice pro-

ductive conversations with several families, and gave out many posters and informational handouts.  One parent asked 

me if we had any studies or information about how ADHD children related to Bridge.  As I was starting to answer that I 

wasn’t aware of any, Caitlin and Isabelle’s mom, Carlyn Cooper, who was sitting next to me, spoke up.  Pointing to Cait-

lin, she said “see that girl over there, she has ADHD and she has been sitting there quietly playing bridge for the last 

hour and a half”.   I didn’t have a clue that Caitlin was ADHD.  She was always focused on the game when she was in 

camp. Carlyn also asked me if we had ever considered presenting bridge in schools.  I told her we had been trying to do 

just that for years.   She said she was good friends with the person in charge of the Parkwood Elementary School’s 

afterschool program, could she put him in touch with me.  Of course the answer was absolutely and I gave her the 

ACBL brochure for schools as well as other handouts.  A little later a woman from a booth on the other side of the bal-

loon lady came up, looked at our display and asked the same question about afterschool programs.  I again said we 

would really like to do that.  She then said their booth was for a K-12 charter school on Club Boulevard in Durham near 

Northgate and they would be interested in doing that.  She too got the ACBL brochure, a camp poster (with the web-

site address) and my phone number.   On top of that, Carlyn’s friend from the Parkwood afterschool program showed 

up in person so she was able to bring him over for a conversation and for him to observe the kids playing. 

 But that’s not all. We also had interest from adults.  One man did a double take as he glanced at our display, 

stopped quickly and turned around to come back to our booth.  He said he had been looking for a place to play bridge, 

he was a duplicate player and had some master points.  He too got a flyer with instructions to go to our website and 

look up games.  I told him he could find a game virtually every day of the week.  He was grinning from ear to ear as he 

left, although his wife just looked resigned.   Two different young couples separately stated the wish that the camp was 

for Adults, where upon I told them about the Adult Bridge Camp that we will be holding again this Summer but haven’t 

yet decided on a date, more flyers and website info went to them as well. 

^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^ 

 

P.S.  Maggie and  Ed have been working very hard to get the word out about Youth Bridge—making  contacts to get 

into schools, attending the fair at Northgate, offering the camp in the summer, plus  making posters and flyers.  How 

can members help? 

 1.  Let your relatives, friends and neighbors know about youth bridge and the available opportuni

       ties. 

 2.  Help distribute flyers. 

 3.  Make a financial contribution to BE-4-YA 

 4.  Volunteer for the camp—either to fill in at a table or bring snacks for the campers.   

Any way you can support the program will be greatly appreciated. 
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Starting times of games at Triangle Bridge 

 

Morning games:  9:30am 

Afternoon games:  Mon., Tues., and Thurs.  - 12:30pm 

    Wednesday  1:00pm  - Friday  1:15pm 

Evening games:  7:00pm 

  Triangle Bridge April 2016  

 S M T W T F S 

Charity         1 2 

Charity      
 

    Morning 

GNT Swiss      
 

  
Open &       
0-50 

  

Unit Game   
Sanction # 
L604191A           

  3 4 5 6 7 8 9 

       Morning     Morning 

American 
Red Cross 
Charity   

Open &       
0-50 

Open &       
0-500 Afternoon 

Open &       
0-300 

Open &       
0-50 

  

    Evening Play&review 

GNT 
Swiss Play&review     

  10 11 12 13 14 15 16 

       morning     morning 

  

Eight is 
Enough @ 
2pm 

Open &       
0-50 

Open &       
0-500 Afternoon 

Open &       
0-300 

Open &       
0-50   

    GNT Swiss Play&review evening Play&review     
  17 18 19 20 21 22 23 

       Morning     Morning 

Durham 
Food Bank 

Charity   
Open &       
0-50 

Open &       
0-500  &     
M/Mentee Afternoon 

Open &       
0-300 GNT Swiss   

    Evening Play&review 

GNT 
Swiss Play&review     

  24 25 26 27 28 29 30 
        morning     morning 

    
Open &       
0-50 

Open &       
0-500 Afternoon 

Open &       
0-300 

Open &       
0-50   

    GNT Swiss Play&review evening Play&review     
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Membership Report 
Linda Harris, Membership Chair 

During the month of February the following occurred: 

 
 

We welcome to our Unit family one (1) new ACBL member—Glenn Morris of Chapel Hill.  

We bid a warm welcome to you and look forward to having you as part of our bridge family. 

Advancing in rank (14) during the month of February were: 

 

 

We’re very proud of the achievements of all the above!!! 

Total Membership for February 2016 604 

New 1 

Transfer In   

Transfer Out   

Deceased   

Snowbird In   

Snowbird Out   

Future Life Masters inactive 8 

Future Life Masters reinstated 2 

Life Masters Unpaid   

Life Masters reinstated 1 

RANKS February 2016 

    

Club Master Herbert Fussman 

  Fran Milberg 

  Jeffrey Milberg 

Sectional Master Charlotte Davis 

  Caroline Dixon 

  Marian Meyer 

  John Schachte 

  Liz Schuler 

  Reece Schuler 

  Dean Shangler 

Regional Master Robert Keeter 

Bronze  Master Allan Carlson 

  Deborah Carlson 

Silver Master Debbie Sears 
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 Learning opportunities for all levels at Triangle Bridge: 

 

Jeff Boak  (jeff.boak@gmail.com) has ongoing classes for beginners on a drop-in basis: 

 

Mondays at 10:00am – 12:15pm – “More Bridge Fundamentals” for newcomers and returnees to bridge  

Fridays at 10:00am – 0-5 informative teaching game 

Saturday, 9:30am - Play and Discuss lessons for beginners and intermediates with 0-99 masterpoints. A mini-lesson at 
9:30am and bidding and playing hands starting at 10:00am. $10. Class resumes on April 9th. 

  

 Valerie Roberts (vjroberts3@gmail.com) just started her class “Standard American Bidding” on March 25th from 9:30am 
– noon on Fridays for 9 weeks ($125) 

 
 Valerie Roberts will be offering Beginning Bridge: Defense in the 21st Century in April. “Defense” focuses on the role of 
the defenders during the play of the hand, although students also review bidding and declarer play. This class presents solid 
knowledge of basic defense to the new bridge player. It also provides former players a chance to review and improve defensive 
techniques in the most modern Standard American bidding system.  Each lesson develops in a logical and progressive fashion 
with lots of hands on practice. Defenders communicate with their cards in a logical and purposeful fashion.  One need not have a 
partner for the class, but class size is limited. Student text is Defense in the 21st Century, which is available through Amazon or 
Baron Barclay. vjroberts3@gmail.com $125 (9 weeks) 9:30am – noon on Thursday mornings starting April 21st. 

 
 Chris Moll’s class on “Hand Evaluation” just started on March 29th and will continue on Tuesday mornings 10:00am – 
11:30am (4/5, 4/19, 4/26 and 5/3) 5 lessons $99.00.  You may drop in for $25/session. This class is not designed for players who 
are new to bridge. (tammy26bridge@aol.com)  

 
 Chris & Tammy Moll will be offering a class on “Solidifying Bidding Concepts” on Thursday mornings 10:00am – 
11:30am (4/21, 4/28, 5/5, 5/12 and 5/19).  A rigorous review of basic bidding concepts and methodologies that all players need 
to master before advancing their games.  Excellent preparation for the Raleigh Regional. 5 lessons $99.00.  You may drop in for 
$25/session.  (tammy26bridge@aol.com) 

 
 Play & Review on Tuesday and Thursday evenings offers learning opportunities in bidding, defensive techniques, and 
declarer play.  It is a great practice environment with a teaching overview.  Please come join us (tammy26bridge@aol.com)  

 
 The monthly 8 is Enough is on Sunday, April 10th at 2:00pm.  Please contact Darleen (dar_boone@hotmail.com) if you 
need teammates by 2:00pm Saturday. 

 
 There are five GNT Swiss team events in April, including one on Friday afternoon at 1:15pm on April 22nd.  Please come 
with a partner – teammates are guaranteed. 

 
 Charity games in April allow players more points and support both ACBL and local charities.  

 

Please join us for friendly competition at its best. 

 
  Tammy & Chris 

TRIANGLE BRIDGE NEWS 

mailto:jeff.boak@gmail.com
mailto:vjroberts3@gmail.com
mailto:vjroberts3@gmail.com
mailto:tammy26bridge@aol.com
mailto:tammy26bridge@aol.com
mailto:tammy26bridge@aol.com
mailto:dar_boone@hotmail.com
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The Ace of Clubs and Mini-McKenney History 

 The Ace of Clubs and Mini-McKenney standings covers the calendar year 2015 and show the total 

ACBL master points recorded for each individual member.  Each individual member is shown for the mas-

ter point range (not the rank) in which he/she stood as of 01/01/15. 

 The  Ace of Clubs points are those won at the club level only and include those won at clubs in Unit 

191 as well as those won at other ACBL-sanctioned clubs. 

 The Mini-Mckenney points are those won in all ACBL-sanctioned events. 

The Helen Shanbrom Ace of Clubs Award 

 The Helen Shanbrom Ace of Clubs contest recognizes achievement at the club level. Shanbrom, a 
Grand Life Master of Tamarac FL, won her category 20 times. Only masterpoints won at clubs are counted 
for these races. The totals exclude points won in special games such as the North American Pairs and Sec-
tional Tournaments at Clubs. Online points are not included. 

 
 ACBL-wide leaders are recognized by the Bridge Bulletin. Units may choose to recognize winners in 

each category at the local level. 
  
 
 A player is placed in a category based solely on the number of masterpoints he or she had at the 

beginning of the year. The color of a player’s points is immaterial. (As an example, some players in the 300
–500 category are Life Masters, some are not. Likewise, there is no distinction between Platinum and 
Grand Life Masters for the purposes of these races.) The top 25 scorers (and ties) in each category are 
listed.Mini-McKenney Masterpoint Award 

  
 The Mini-McKenney masterpoint contests recognize the ACBL members who win the most points 

during a calendar year in their respective categories. The races are named for the former ACBL chief Wil-
liam McKenney. 

  
 ACBL-wide leaders are recognized by the Bridge Bulletin. Units may choose to recognize winners in 

each category at the local level. 
  
 A player is placed in a category based solely on the number of masterpoints he or she had at the 

beginning of the year. The color of a player’s points is immaterial. (As an example, some players in the 300
–500 masterpoint category are Life Masters, some are not. Likewise, there is no distinction between Plati-
num and Grand Life Masters for the purposes of these races.) 

  
 The top 25 scorers (and ties) in each category are listed. 
 
 Unit 191 members please check the Directory on our unit website (unit191bridge.org) and report 

to me any changes or corrections that need to be made.  Please remember Contact information in this di-
rectory is provided as a courtesy to Unit 191 members.  Unauthorized use of this information is forbidden. 

 
        Submitted by Linda Harris, Membership Chair   


